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Abstract
The Gekkoin Europe is a cryptographic token that is (i) issued by Adventarium
PTE. LTD, (ii) initially offered for a price of 1EUR for 1EURG, and (iii) built on the
Ethereum network [1] according to the ERC20 standard. The Gekkoin Europe is
a utility coin that provides access to Gekkoin ecosystem that combines all benefits of traditional financial market with the technological advantages of a cryptocurrency. As an ERC20 compliant token, the Gekkoin Europe can be transferred
on the Ethereum network. Gekkoin Europe tokens are created and redeemed in
accordance with the emission rules.
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01. Introduction
Cryptocurrencies have the potential to transform the financial landscape in terms
of decentralizing trust and changing initial approach or access of users to financial instruments. It’s been decades since financial institutions have neglected
innovation at the expense of their customers. As a result, cryptocurrency environment developed on the blockchain technology brought the most powerful technological solution to provide global access to investment and transaction facilities
to everyone who has a connection to the Internet.
Yet, price volatility and integration into daily life are still main issues to be solved
as most cryptocurrencies, including Bitcoin, have a predetermined issuance
schedule that, together with a strong speculative demand, contributes to wild
fluctuations in price. Cryptocurrency’s extreme price volatility is a major roadblock towards its adoption as a medium of exchange or store of value. Intuitively,
nobody wants to pay with a currency that has the potential to double in value in
a few days, or wants to be paid in a currency if its value can significantly decline
before the transaction is settled. The problems are aggravated when the transaction requires more time, e.g. for deferred payments such as mortgages or employment contracts, as volatility would severely disadvantage one side of the
contract, making the usage of existing digital currencies in these settings prohibitively expensive. All of the matters mentioned above make cryptocurrencies influence with its several hundreds billions of US dollars in turnover to the existing
financial market with trillions of US dollars in capitalisation insignificant.
The most important step towards integration of cryptocurrencies into daily life is
formation of an adequate and relyable market of services and instruments much
like the one that exists today around traditional money. The growing popularity
of bitcoin futures, the development of custodial services and OTC platforms,
crypto options are clear signs of a growing market and institutional demand. We
offer Gekkoin Europe – a utility token that provides access to the Gekkoin environment – a growing family of digital instruments for beneficial participation in
the cryptocurrency market. It has been developed by Avdentarium PTE LTD to be
the core of the Gekkoin environment with benefits from both:
constant pricing level and extremely low volatility, achieved via
non-stop elastic market monitoring for demand and supply;
cryptocurrency holding, transaction and exchange facilities.
Recognizing strong ‘regionalities’ in demand, Gekkoin aims to be a family of
cryptocurrencies that are each offered to the market against the world’s major
currencies. More currencies will be added to the list upon project development.
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02. Trust
Unlike Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies, utility coins require both cryptographic
proof and trust due to its reliance on a centralized issuer. We propose Adventarium
PTE Ltd (Adventarium) as the issuer of the Gekkoin Europe.
Adventarium ensures highest standard and transparency of its policy and management. We will provide to Gekkoin Europe end-users independent supervisory or
audit reports as well as guarantee highest regulatory standards of its partners to
create trusted and secure environment.
Adventarium ensures adequate protection and guarantees to all coinholders and
users. At any time Adventarium shall clearly explain the nature of the commitment it
is making to the holders of their coins and any risks involved in owning such assets.
The IT risk analysis framework ensures cyber resilience.
Adventarium performs safe, prudent, transparent and consistent management of the
assets underlying the arrangement with the nature of obligations to, or reasonable
expectations of, coinholders in order to inter alia ensure broad market integrity and
coinholder confidence.
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03. Proof-of-Reserves
Adventarium PTE. LTD promises to offer Gekkoin at a set price and constantly
follow market supply and demand conditions for maximum volatility mitigation.
Although the token is not backed by fiat currency the convergence in volumes
of tokens sold and fiat currency or other liquid assets amount received in
exchange is desirable. The amount of tokens issued and in circulation can be
observed on the blockchain, however, verifying the underlying equivalent balance to demonstrate proof-of-solvency analogue requires examination by a
trusted party. For assurance, we propose that the management of Adventarium
PTE.LTD may engage an independent registered public accounting company to
regularly examine and attest to the underlying balance in accordance with the
attestation standards established by the Institute of Certified Public Accountants
or provide a trusted licensed 3rd Party statements to report the balance status.
1. Creation of a quarterly
report on assets in accounts
and tokens in circulation
(Independent auditors may examine the number
of tokens in circulation and fiat assets in bank
accounts and other liquid assets and submit its
accordance)

2. Token transfer from technical
accounts to owner account and
burning
(optional)

2
Crypto-Broker
Crypto-Exchange
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04. Creation, Redemption, and Transfer
The EURG token emission rules are:
Issuer or token Operator (Adventarium PTE Ltd.) performs token (Gekkoin
Europe) emission in arbitrary size to token’s smart-contract Owner-address.
Tokens are allocated for sale/exchange at smart-contract Owner-address
(Crypto-exchanges, Crypto-Brokers, Operator client’s personal account, etc.)
Tokens are transferred to end-users/holders’ addresses by the Issuer or token
Operator, Crypto- Exchange/Broker via Ethereum network as a result of
exchange.
Issuer or token Operator buys tokens back and transfers ones to technical
addresses as a result of exchange operations against fiat currencies or crypto
assets.
All tokens allocated at technical addresses are transferred to token’s
smart-contract Owner-address at the end of the Reporting Period (each calendar quarter) and the actual amount of tokens in turnover is calculated.
The actual amount of tokens in turnover is calculated as the difference
between the total amount of issued tokens and the amount of tokens at
smart-contract Owner-address at the end of the Reporting Period.
Issuer aims to maintain its assets level accordingly for having the availability
to support market liquidity and mitigate high volatility to cover necessary
demand and supply.
Gekkoin Europe can be transferred via the Ethereum network to any network
participant.
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2. Token allocation for sale/exchange

1. Emission of tokens

(according to Referral Agreement)

1

2

Issuer

Gekkoin
EURG tokens

3. Token sale/exchange
(Client can purchase EURG with crypto of fiat
currency)

Crypto-Broker
Crypto-Exchange

4. EURG holders can exchange
tokens to Ethereum via Gekkoin
partner’s platform or crypto-exchanges with no added fee
(only blockchain transaction fee is applied)

3
Crypto-Broker
Crypto-Exchange

4
Gekkoin
EURG holders

5. Tokens buy-back to its initial address

Gekkoin
EURG holders

(EURG holder can sell tokens at any time to the Issuer for crypto or fiat currency using partners login area at
Gekkoin.com )

5
Gekkoin
EURG holders
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05. Contract Specification
The EURG specifications require an innovative environment that offers necessary
development based on the blockchain technology with smart contracts that
allows to store and transfer value according to certain conditions setup by this
project.
The Ethereum network fulfils these criteria and has a technical standard for
tokens, the ‘ERC20’ standard [4], which has experienced widespread, global
adoption. ‘ERC20’ is the official unified protocol, designed to solve the issue of
compatibility of different coins and improve the functioning of the network. The
standard token on the Ethereum blockchain is characterized by the following
properties:
Makes assets interchangeable;
Used on compatible platforms, projects, exchanges;
Ensures operation with compatible decentralized applications (DApps);
Simplifies transactions with the receipt and sending of coins;
Interacts with other currencies, smart contracts.
Thus, a huge number of services and platforms support tokens that comply with
this standard, and instead of re-creating the ecosystem on its own blockchain, it
is wiser to take advantage of the existing one. Therefore, Gekkoin Europe is built
as an ‘ERC20’ standard token based on the Ethereum platform. Consequently,
the Gekkoin Europe can be transferred on the Ethereum network and stored in
any Ethereum address.
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06. Conclusion
Today, utility coins like Gekkoin Europe are most commonly used by cryptoasset
traders to address market volatility and receive benefits from investing into
crypto instruments. However, they also open up a number of other use cases
where a volatile cryptocurrency may be less desirable (e.g., smart insurance).
The level of interest and resources devoted to cryptofinancial infrastructure is
striking and indicates that utility tokens like Gekkoin Europe are viewed as a
very important part of the digital assets’ ecosystem. Indeed, tokens are often
thought of as a foundational or infrastructure layer, one that could significantly
expand the broad cryptoasset userbase.
We have proposed Gekkoin Europe as a solution for an enviromental utility
token that is technically implemented on the Ethereum blockchain, the most
secure and well-tested blockchain technology and public ledger with an ability
to create smart contracts. Our implementation of trust involves engaging licensed
financial institutions and examiners to form a network of trust. Gekkoin Europe
is subjected to constant initial offering pricing and low volatility via elastic
supply and demand conditions. Gekkoin Europe has a simple and reliable mechanism of ‘Proof of Reserves’ analogue implementation and undergoes regular
professional audits or trusted 3rd Party reporting. Our underlying partnership
with licensed market participants and legal infrastructure provide a secure foundation for us to be the reliable "environmental" custodian and issuer of Gekkoin
Europe.
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